www.montana-cans.com/de/spruehdosen/sonderedition/montana-collabo-series/417/montana-cans-x-pow-wow-long-beach

MONTANA CANS X POW! WOW! LONG BEACH
This summer we’ve felt inspired to support an excellent collaboration partner and dedicate a very special can
for an upcoming occasion: the Pow!Wow! LongBeach can, as a symbol of our outstanding teamwork between
Pow!Wow! and MontanaCans. POW!WOW! is organized by a global art network which organizes street art
events in Hawaii, Long Beach and across the globe in other locations, such as Taiwan, Israel, Singapore,
Jamaica, Washington D.C., Guam, New Zealand and more. The festival is made up of a diverse spectrum of
events, such as gallery shows, lectures, schools for art and music, mural projects, concerts and live art
installations, pool party gatherings, live paintings and additional talks. AVAILABLE SOON.

PRODUKTINFORMATIONEN "MONTANA CANS X POW! WOW! LONG
BEACH"
This summer we’ve felt inspired to support an excellent collaboration partner and dedicate a very special can
for an upcoming occasion: the POW! WOW! Long Beach can, as a symbol of our outstanding teamwork
between POW! WOW! and MontanaCans. POW! WOW! is organized by a global art network which organizes
street art events in Hawaii, Long Beach and across the globe in other locations, such as Taiwan, Israel,
Singapore, Jamaica, Washington D.C., Guam, New Zealand and more. The festival is made up of a diverse
spectrum of events, such as gallery shows, lectures, schools for art and music, mural projects, concerts and
live art installations, pool party gatherings, live paintings and additional talks. Co-founders Jasper Wong and
Kamea Hadar claim that „POW! WOW!“ has become synonymous with "a gathering that celebrates culture,
music and art“, and the streets of Honolulu have an abundance to show for it. After creating a special edition
POW! WOW! Hawaii can earlier this year, we loved the idea of having something to remember the event by. For
the Long Beach can, we chose a sunny color from our Montana GOLD range: G2030 Blast Orange. This can’s
design is similar to the minimalistic design for the previous POW! WOW! Hawaii can: the white POW! WOW!
logo on the Blast Orange base. Artists participating in this year’s POW! WOW! Long Beach festival will be
supplied with this limited edition can. Very few cans will be available for purchase in the POW! WOW! shop.
Getting your hands on one of these will not be easy, making them a must-have for collectors and fans. Limited
Edition Can of the Montana COLLABO SERIES.

